Q uantum correlations are based on the non-separability o f the total system 's statistical operator. The notion of non-separability, on the other hand, is given with respect to the precise m eaning of separability only. So it is a crucial task to define separability in terms of statistical operators. A recently proposed approach offers several advantages with respect to the usual definition. The von Neum ann entropy S allows to develop a measure Ia/b of the relative non-separability o f an operator pa with respect to another operator pb. This is a system im manent quantity of any property type as, e. g. spin or polarization. We compare the effect o f the different approaches on S and Ia/bFinally, the applicability o f a comm on separability criterion will be checked.
Introduction Since the publication o f the study o f Einstein, Podolsky, and R osen ( = EPR) on the assumed incom pleteness o f quantum mechanics ( = QM
)
The Model System
We refer to a w ell-know n gedankenexperiment: A given quantum entity shall decay at a tim e t0 into two parts called Ut and Vi. An experim ental setup shall separate Ut and Vt spatially so that they cannot inter act any more. Ui (Vi) shall im pinge on an apparatus A (B). A and B are o f the same kind. At a tim e » t0 a dichotom ic property type E shall be measured si m ultaneously on both Ui and Vt. E(Ui) and E(Vi), the obtained properties ( = numerical values o f E), shall depend on certain experimental parameters a and b, resp., which are assum ed to determine the actual in ternal structure o f the two apparatuses A and B. Then the correlated outcom e o f one single run is given by the product
O l(a ,b ) = E (a -U i)E (b\V i).
The final result 0 ( a , b) is the mean o f all single out com es.
We associate the ensemble o f produced or em it ted entity pairs ( Ui, Vi) with a statistical operator p, i. e., with a self-adjoint operator o f trace 1 which pos sesses a positive sem i-definite spectrum, p acts on a four-dimensional Hilbert space H which is the direct product o f two orthogonal spaces Tiu and 7i y . 7iu (H y) is connected to the physical space wherein E is measured on Ul (Vi) using A (B). Let {|c*i), |o;2) } be an orthonormal basis o f H\j and { |A ) , \ßi)} an orthonormal basis o f H y . To com plete these considerations it should be m en tioned that an operator is called «on-separable iff it can not be separated. Note, however, that non-separability is not the same as entanglement. Com m on def initions o f entanglement pay attention to the question whether the operator is pure or not [7] , but this dif ference does not play any role at all if the question o f separability is concerned.
Separability and

Separability and Entropy
The von Neumann entropy in QM is defined, in units o f Boltzm ann's constant kB, as
where p acts on the total Hilbert space 7~i Every p on H m ay be expanded according to
with U ki = |Qfc) ( a f |, and V mn defined analogously. The operator In p exists for all statistical operators and is given by the pow er series
Each power o f (p -1) can be transferred into a power o f p only so that the entropy o f every p is given by A ssum e first that both p x and p2 are projectors. In this case max(S^usual)), the m aximal entropy for the This equation has two allow ed solutions, correspond ing to r = 1 and r = 2, respectively. So there is no operator with r > 2 , and due to the properties o f the trace and the logarithm function it is evident that in a two-operator system as discussed above the m axi mum entropy is given by 2 ln 2 . ( 12) and (13).
An Example
In When a statistical operator p is separable according to Krüger, then it is also separable according to the usual definition. At least in one relevant case it has been shown that an operator which is non-separable according to Krüger is non-separable according to the usual definition as well.
A relative non-separability measure has been de veloped which allows for a sim ple characterization o f statistical operators.
Results for various system s and applications have been presented, including operators previously used in the description o f an EPR-type experim ent with m olecules. A lso the entropic behavior o f the set o f all operators with a regular decrease in trace from pn to p n+l in analogy to the geom etric progression has been examined.
